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The Incubator Display Sofiware Requirements Specification was initially developed by Intrinsyx 
Technologies Corporation ( Inb iusyx)  under subcontract to Lockheed Martin, Contract Number 
NAS2-02090, for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Ames Research 
Center (ARC) Space Station Biological Research Project (SSBRP). The second revision was 
approved and released in December 2003. 
This Sofhyare Cost Reduction Toolset Incubafor Display Sofh.oare Requirements Specification, 
(SCR SRS), was modified to include efforts done under the Fiscal Year (FY) 2005 Research 
Infusion Project, Application of Sofhyare Cost Reduction Tools and Methods to &-Orbit Crew 
Displays, a joint collaboration done by Intrinsyx and the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), 
Washington D.C. The Research Infusion Project was funded by the NASA Office of Safely and 
Mission Assurance (OSMA) Software Applications Research Project (SARP) .  
1.1 SCOPE 
The inputs from the December 2003 SRS resulted in requirements verification, detailed in the 
Application of SofhYare Cost Reduction Tools and Methods to On-Orbit Crew Displays Final 
Report. The derived parameters, listed below, are included in Appendix B. 
P Type Dictionary 
3 Mode Class Dictionary 
3 Constant Dictionary 
3 Monitored Variable Dictionary 
3 Controlled Variable Dictionary 
3 Assumption Dictionary 
3 Event Function 
> Mode Transition Function 
The requirements were validated with &e SCR Toolset. The validation methodology was 
scenario development from the SRS Use Cases, included in Appendix A of this document. The 
scenarios include: 
3 Actions associated wit changing chan-iber science temperatures in 2 mamer ccmistezt 
with the Use Case defined in the initial Incubator Display SRS 
3 Actions associated with changing chamber fan speed in a manner consistent with the Use 
Case defined in the initial Incubator Display SRS 
3 Starting, stopping, suspending, and resuming an experiment in a manner consistent with 
the Use Cases defined in the initial Incubator Display SRS 
3 Examples of using environmental assumptions requiring that commmds are 
acknowledged by the Incubator no later than Confirm Time after receipt 
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P Examples of assertions (properties) that can be proven 
P Correct type checking 
The SCR Toolset Application Model is included in Appendix B. The Simulation Interface, 
which is the Graphical User Interface (GUI), is included in Appendix C. 
1.2 CAT10 
The Incubator Display is a User Payload Application (UPA) used to control an Incubator subrack 
payload for the SSBW. The Incubator Display functions on-orbit as part of the subrack payload 
laptop, on the ground as part of the Communication and Data System (CDS) ground control 
system, and also as part of the crew training environment. 
w 
The Jhcubator UPA is a Java application developed for the SSBW, and is a component of the 
( ISS) .  The Incubator UPA resides on a laptop computer running the Windows NT (or 
system. The laptop is a component of the SSBRP host system, and 
thernet. The host system contains as one of its payloads an Incubator unit. 
The Incubator is a habitat drawer that may be inserted into a host system in order to provide a 
temperature-controlled environment for an experiment. The Incubator 'UPA is used by the crew 
to control the Incubator unit, and to monitor its operation and the operation of the experiment 
contained in the Incubator experiment chamber. 
1.4 ~ Q C ~ N T  OVERVIEW 
The remainder of this document is organized as follows: 
L: ? - - : - - I  1 L---c -. d L J l ~ l U ~ l L Q l  G h ~ ~ i a i G i y  Uevf?IUpbU Uy L U b  OLJUIU iw1 u o b  vu VIVLL VLS UIV - a . v ~ x z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -  - -4- .qtntinn In-,A L,,, th, C C D D D  fn,- Z X C P  nn-nrGt nn the Tntpmatinnal Cpar~
3 Section 2 lists the requirements. 
3 Section 3 describes qualification provisions. 
& Section 4 delineates requirements traceability. 
3 Section 5 contains a list of acronyms. 
9 Appendix A contains Use Cases. 
P Appendix B contains the SCR Toolset Application Model. 
P Appendix C contains the SCR Toolset Simulator Interface. 
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Modes Overview 
The Incubator UPA operates in several different operational modes, including: 
a. FLightMode 
b. Ground Mode 
c. Training Mode 
In each of these modes the Incubator UPA GUI operates in substantially the same way with only 
some minor differences. The details of these dserences are described in the following 
subsections. 
2.1.1.1 Flight Mode 
night Mode describes using the Incubator UPA as part of a host laptop while on orbit at the 
International Space Station (ISS). The Incubator UPA provides a set of displays allowing the 
astronaut to command the Incubator Payload and to display resulting Health & Status and 
Telemetry values. In Flight Mode the Incubator UPA comrnunicates with the host laptop 
interface software using a Named Pipe protocol to receive telemetry and send commands. The 
rest of this document primarily describes the Flight Mode, with capabilities for other modes 
noted as needed. 
2.1.1.2 Ground Mode 
Ground Mode describes using the Incubator UPA as part of the CDS of the Telescience Support 
Center (TSC). In Ground Mode the Incubator UPA integrates with the CDS application to 
receive telemetry and send commands. Ground Mode provides the commanding and 
display capabilities as Flight Mode and some additional Capabilities for ing historical data, 
creating command sequences, and other functions. 
2.1.1.3 T ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~  
Training Mode allows the Incubator UPA to be used in training astronauts. In Training Mode the 
hcubztor LFA igtegrates with m Incubztor simulztcr to be &!e tc sLx~l2te sendhg commads 
and to receive simulated telemetry. Training for CDS operators is TBD. 
NTS 
The Incubator UPA must have the general capabifity of controlling and monitoring the Incubator. 
Requirements for capabilities related to the software interface are listed in section 3.3. 
2.2.1 Data Refresh 
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inc-&-a. The display refresh rate for crew and science data shall be configurable between 3 
and 60 seconds with a 1 second resolution. 
inc-h-b. Deleted. 
inc-dr-c. Manual refresh capability shall be provided to allow the crew to request a refresh 
of the data display on demand. 
inc-dr-d. Crew shall receive visual confinnation of the success or failure of a command 
within five seconds. 
2.3 SOFTVVA ~~~~ E ~ ~ E ~ A ~  ACE ~~T~ 
2.3.1 Interface Identification and Diagrams 
R g a e  2.3.1-1 shows Lle i~ t e rkcz  p t e  between &e frrcubafor W.A and the hcubator in FIight 
Mode. Messages exchariged between the two pass through two intermediaries: the host system 
and the interface software on the host laptop. A limited number of messages are passed between 
the Incubator UPA and host system via the host laptop interface software. 
Host Laptop I 
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Figure 2.3.1-2 shows the interface path between the Incubator UPA and the Incubator in Ground 
Mode. 
Ground 
TSC/CDS 
Figure 2.3.1-2 Incubator UPA Interface - Ground Mode 
Figure 2.3.1-3 shows the interface path between the Incubator UPA and the Incubator Simulator 
in Training Mode. 
Trainer Front-end I 
1 Trainer Backend I 
1 I 
Figure 2.3.1-3 Incubator UPA Interface - Training Mode 
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The software interface with the Incubator is defined in the Incubator Interface Control Document 
(JICD). The following requirements derive from the IICD. 
2.3.2.1 Incubator Commanding 
inc-ic-a. The Incubator UPA shall be capable of managing execution of command 
sequences on the Incubator. This includes starting execution, canceling 
execution, suspending execution, resuming execution, and deleting of command 
sequences loaded onto the Incubator. 
inc-ic-b. The Incubator UPA shall be capabIe of commanding the operational mode of the 
Incubator. 
inc-ic-c. The Incubator UPA shall be capable of setting the speed of the chamber fan. 
Inc-ic-d. The Incubator ‘CTPA shall be capable of enabling and disabling power to the 
chamber’s two science connectors. 
inc-ic-e. The Incubator UPA shall be capable of commanding the chamber reference 
temperature. 
inc-ic-f. The Incubator UPA shall be capable of toggling the state of the chamber digital 
input (also called the experiment trigger). 
inc-ic-g. The Incubator UPA shall be capable of setting the baud rate of the Incubator RS- 
inc-ic-h. The Incubator UPA shdl be capable of selecting the temperature sensors used for 
deriving the Incubator “Actual Temperature” value. 
inc-ic-i. The Incubator UPA shall be capable of deleting and modifying time-based 
422 line. 
commands. 
inc-icj. The Incubator UPA shall be capable of setting Incubator parameters. The 
Incubator defines 181 distinct parameters. In Flight Mode, the Incubator UPA 
shall support a subset (TBD) of the parameters. fn  Ground Mode, the Incubator 
UPA shall support all defined parameters. 
inc-ic-k. In Ground h4ode, the Incubator UPA shall be capable of creating IncQbator 
command sequence commands. 
inc-ic-I. ID Ckct-md Mode, the krcubatx UF’A shall be capable of lozidbg Incubator 
command sequences into the Incubator. 
inc-ic-m. In Ckound Mode, the Incubator LPA shall be capable of creating Incubator 
command sequence files. 
2.3.2.2 Incubator Requests and Responses 
inc-n-a. The Incubator WL4 shall be capable of requesting a teleme‘q data messaze from 
the Incubator and processing the response. 
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inc-rr-b. 
Alerts 
Operational Mode of the Incubator 
Fans 
State of the Door ~ 
Electrical System 
Result of Last Self-Test 
Six Chamber Temperatures 
inc-rr-c. 
Caution and warning word 
Temperature out-of-limits value 
Avionics fan stuck condition 
Chamber fan stuck condition 
Avionics fan state - on or off 
Chamber fan speed - one of five levels 
Open or closed 
Power bus used - host or battery 
Total current use by fan, heater, and cooler - 
Battery voltage 
Host bus voltage 
Heat exchanger 
Cooiant-in 
inc-n-d. 
Experiment Status 
inc-rr-e. 
Battery pack 
Avionics in 
Avionics out 
O d o f f  state for each of two science 
connector 
Current draw for each of two science 
connector 
inc-rrf. 
The Incubator UPA shall be capable of requesting an Incubator self-test and 
processing the response message. 
The Incubator UPA shall be capable of requesting a command list from the 
Incubator and processing the response message. 
The Incubator "PA shall be capable of requesting the. file transfer of a new 
Incubator habitat executable from the host to the Incubator. 
The Incubator UPA shall be capable of requesting the Incubator to load a 
command sequence file from the host. 
The Incubator UPA shall be capable of requesting the values for Incubator 
parameters. In Flight Mode, a subset (TBD) of all the defined parameters shall be 
requestable. In Ground Mode, all defined parameters shall be requestable. 
2.3.2.3 Teiemetry Reporting 
inc-e-a. The Incubator UPA shall report all crew-relevant science and engineering parameters 
in the Incubator telemetry message which includes: 
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Two humidity sensors 
Experiment start and stop time 
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2.3.3 Software Interface with the Host System 
The interface between a host system and a UPA is defined in the Intra-Facility Interface 
Specification (TIFIS) and F I S  Appendix A. 
2.3.3.1 Named Pipe Communication 
inc-np-a. In Flight Mode, the Incubator UPA shall implement a named pipe connection to 
the host laptop software, as defined in lFIS section 3.3.4.1.3. 
2.3.3.2 Rack Subsystem Health and Status 
inc-hs-a The Incubator UPA s h d  report the state of the payload keep-alive discrete that is 
transmitted in the Rack Subsystem Health and Status message fkom the host. 
inc-hsb The Incubator UPA shall report the state of the payload fire discrete that is 
transmitted in the Rack Subsystem Health and Status message from the host. 
2.3.4 Communications and Data Systems Requirements 
inc-cds-a The Incubator UPA shall be able to operate within the Flight, CDS, and Trainer 
inc-cds-b The CDS copy of the Incubator UPA shall not interfere with the processing and 
systems. 
functionality of the GDS. 
2.4 SOFTWA NTS 
There are no intend interface requikements for the Disphy. 
2.5 SOFTWARE ITEM INTERNAL DATA MENTS 
ions about internal data are left to the implementation. 1 
J 2.6 ADAPTATION REQ MENTS i 
, NTS 
I 
No adaptation requirements have been identified for the Display. 
I 
The Incubator UPA will comply with all NASA directives and standards for safety. 
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and standards for security and 
privacy. 
2.9 §OF M E  E TS 
Not applicable. 
CE NTS 
The Incubator UPA is written in Java and runs on the host system laptop computer. Hardware, 
operating system, and Java version are subject to change as improved technology is adopted. 
This section specifies oniy the lowest acceptable versions and does not preclude use of future 
improved versions. 
2.10.1 Computer Hardware Requirements 
-l inc-hw-z I he Incubator bJFA s h a  be capable of mmkg on the laptop eorr~ptei- nsed as 
the Host System Laptop, an IBM ThinkPad 760XD with: 
3 166 MHz processor 
3 64 megabytes of RAM memory 
3 1024 x 768 screen size 
2.10.2 Computer Hardware Resource Utilization Requirements 
Requirements for maximum allowable use of processor capacity, memory capacity, input/ output 
device capacity, auxiliary storage device capacity, and communications/ network equipment 
capacities are TBD. 
2.10.3 Computer Software Requirements 
inc-sw-a The Incubator UPA shall be compatible with the Windows NT 4.0, SP 4 operating 
system. 
inc-sw-b The Incubator UPA shall be capable of running under Java Runtime Environment 
(JRE) version 1.4.2 or later. [TBR] 
2.1 
Not applicabIe. 
2.11 § O ~ T W A ~  QUALITY FACTORS 
The Incubator Display software shall be compliant with all applicable NASA an 
practices standards and guidelines for Quality Assurance (QA), including, but not limited to, the 
quantitative factors Listed below. 
a. The software will have the ability to perform all required functions, as per this SRS. 
b. The software will be capable of perfonning with correct, consistmt results, as 
measured in a Formal Qualification Test (FQT). 
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c. The software will be written in such a manner that it is easily maintained, as 
d. The software will be capab1e of portability across differeEt platforms. 
e. The software will be robust, as demonstrated in an FQT. 
demonstrated in a Software Code Review. 
2.12 GN A LE TS 
Nomenclature, acronyms, abbreviations, and engineering units in the Incubator UPA shall be 
consistent with the rules and listings in the Operations Nomenclature Document, SSP 50254. 
2.12.2 Graphical User Interface Standards 
The Incubator UPA GUI shall be consistent with the rules in the Display and Graphics 
Commonality Standard (DGCS), SSP 503 i 3. 
2.12.3 PDRT Review 
The Incubator UPA shall pass a review by the Payload Display Review Team (PDRT). 
2.12.4 Other Design Constraints 
a. As warranted by requirements for portability, the software will be written such that 
b. As warranted by requirements for portability, classes and methods from existing 
classes and methods are reusable in subsequent habitat displays. 
habitat displays will be reused. 
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3, 
Qualification provisions include the following: 
3 
9 
P 
3 
3 
Table 
~ e ~ o n s ~ r a t i o ~ :  Operation of the Software Item, or a part of the Software Item, that 
relies on observable functional operation not requiring the use of instrumentation, special 
test equipment, or subsequent analysis. 
Test: Operation of the Software Item, or a part of the Software Item, using 
instrumentation or other special test equipment to collect data for later analysis. 
Analysis: Processing of accumulated data obtained from other qualification methods, for 
example, reduction, interpretation, or extrapolation of test results. 
Inspection: Visual examination of Software Item code, and documentation. 
Specid qdiffcatinn methods: 
Item, such as special tools, techniques, procedures, facilities, and acceptance limits. 
4.1 illustrates the qualification methods to be used for each of the major Display 
Any s p c i d  paGficatinn methods for tje Soifware 
requirements. 
representative designated by the Government. 
The test will consist of an FQT, to be witnessed by the Government, or a 
Table 3-1 Qualification Methods 
3- 1 
inc-tr-a 
inc-np-a 
inc-ic-f 
inc-ic-h 
inc-id-d 
inc-ic-c 
inc-ic-f 
inc-ic-b 
in-tr-a 
inc-hs-a, inc-hs-b, inc-tr-a 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
S 
ARC 
BRP 
CGB 
CDS 
DGCS 
FQT 
GUI 
ID 
lFIS 
llCD 
IS s 
JRE 
NASA 
QSMA 
PDRT 
QA 
S A R P  
SCR 
SRD 
SRS 
SSBRP 
T3D 
TBR 
UPA 
Ames Research Center 
Biological Research Project 
Change Control Board 
Communications and Data Systems 
Display and Graphics Commonality Standard 
Formal Qualification Test 
Graphical User Interface 
Identification 
Intra-Facility Interface Specification 
Incubator Interface Control Document 
International Space Station 
Java Runtime Environment 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Office of Safety and Mission Assurance 
Payload Display Review Team 
Quality Assurance 
Software Applications Research Project 
Software Cost Reduction 
Software Requifernents Document 
Software Requirements Specification 
Space Station Biological Research Project 
TG Be Deteminecl 
To Be Revised 
User Payload Application 
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EN A: c N USE CASES 
Goal in Context 
I Fai!ed End Condition 
I Primarv Actor 
I Secondarv Actor 
I StakeholdersiInterests 
Main Success Scenario 
1 Extensions 
I 
Monitor Chamber Status I 
To view temperatures, relative humidity, time, aIerts, 
laptop communication status, chamber door status, and 
power mode of the incubator and the experiment 
Incubator Display and Incubator 
summary 
> Incubator Display is properly connected to Incubator 
3 Incubator is functioning properly 
3 Incubator Display is receiving data 
The Incubator data can be viewed 
Not able to view the data 
Incubator Display user 
Incubator 
Incubator Display has been started 
1. Incubator hardware related information shows that 
Incubator Display is properly connected to the 
Incubator and the Incubator is functioning as expected 
2. The Experiment window is opened and all the related 
information is shown 
la. Incubator Display shows that communications link 
to the Incubator is not active 
lal .  User checks the communications link status 
la2. User fixes any possible communications problems 
with the Incubator and repeats this Use Case 
2a. There is no data shown in the Experiment sub-window 
2aI. User checks the Incubator and communications 
links, fnes any possible probIems and repeats this 
Use Case 
3 Configure Incubator Display 
b Adjust Chamber Temperature Use Case 
b Select Temperature Sensors for Averaging Use Case 
3 Switch Science Power Connectors Use Case 
P Change Chamber Fan Speed Use Case 
3 ActivateDeactivate Experiment Trigger Use Case 
P Set Power Mode Use Case 
3 View Incubator System Information Use Case 
3 Monitor Alert Use Case 
3 Run Self-Test Use Case 
3 Set Baud Rate Use Case 
2 
I <= 2 seconds I 
3 
Use Case 
Goa1 in Context 
Scope 
LeveI 
Preconditions 
Snccess End Gorrdftion 
Failed End Condition 
Primarv Actor 
Secondary Actor 
Stakeholdersflnterests 
Trigger 
Main Success Scenario 
Extensions 
Related Information 
Configure Incubator Display 
To configure-the Incubator Display to match the current 
rack hardware configuration in order to display the 
temperatures, relative humidity, time, alerts, laptop 
communication status, chamber door status, and power 
mode of the Incubator and the experiment it contains 
Incubator Display and Incubator 
summary 
P Incubator Display is properly connected to Incubator 
3 Incubator is functioning properly 
P Incubator Display is receiving data 
The Incubator Display has been configured to match a 
specific Incubator and is displaying data from the 
experiment it contains 
Not able to connect to the Incubator 
Incubator Display user 
Incubator 
Incubator Display has been started 
1. Incubator hardware related infomation shows that 
Incubator Display is properly connected to the 
Incubator and the Incubator is functioning as expected 
2. The Experiment window is opened and related 
information from the selected Incubator is shown 
la. Incubator Display shows that communications link 
to the Incubator is not active 
l a l .  User uses a screen widget on Incubator Display 
l a 2  User fixes the communications problem with the 
to check the communications link status 
Incubator and repeats this Use Case 
2al. User ensures that the Incubator and 
2a. There is no data shown in the Experiment window 
communications-iink work properly md repeats 
this Use Case 
P- Monitor Chamber Status Use Case 
P Adjust Chamber Temperature Use Case 
3 Select Temperature Sensors for Averaging Use Case 
3 Switch Science Power Connectors Use Case 
P Change Chamber Fan Speed Use Case 
3 ActivateDeactivate Experiment Trigger Use Case 
P Set Power Mode Use Case 
4 
I §mer-ordinates 
3 View Incubator Information Use Case 
3 Run Self-Test Use Case 
P Set Baud Rate Use Case 
P Set Data Refresh Use Case 
TOP 
<= 2 seconds 
Interactive 
Extensions 
I 
Priority 
Performance 
Adjust Chamber Temperature 
To adjust Chamber Temperature 
Incubator Display and Incubator 
3 Incubator Display is properly connected to Incubator 
3 Incubator is functioning properly 
P Incubator Display is receiving data 
> The user is able to set temperature to a desired value 
> The desired value is reflected in the Display 
Not able to set the temperature 
Incubator Display user 
hcu bator 
Incubator Display has been started 
1. User opens the temperature control window 
2. User sets the chamber temperature to a new value 
3. User confirms the setting of the new value 
4. User observes that the chamber temperature reaches 
4a. Chamber temperature value remains unchanged after 
the expected lag time for it to change 
4al. User checks the Incubator to make sure it is 
4a2. User follows Use Case Adjust Temperature 
the newly set value 
working properly 
Sensors to select the right combination of sensors 
to make sure the correct temperature values will 
be shown 
9. Monitor Chamber Status Use Case 
3 Confiagure Incubator Display Use Case 
k Select Temperature Sensors for Averaging Use Case 
3 Switch Science Power Connectors Use Case 
> Change Chamber Fan Speed Use Case 
P ActivazeDeactivate Experiment Trigger Use Case 
> Set Power Mode Use Case 
9 View Incubator System Information Use Case 
> Monitor Alert Use Case 
P Run Self-Test Use Case 
P Set Baud Rate Use Case 
3 Set Data Refresh Rate Use Case 
:= 2 seconds 
TOP 
6 
7 
~recondit~ons 3 Incubator Display is properly connected to Incubator 
3 Incubator is functioning properly 
3 Incubator Display is receiving data 
The user is able to select a set of temperature sensors to 
monitor the chamber temperature 
Not zble to observe the expected temperature readings 
Success End Condition 
Failled End Conditiora 
Primary Actor 
Secondary Actor 
S takeholdersDnterests 
Trigger 
Main Success Scenario 
Extensions 
Related ~ ~ o r m a t ~ o n  
1 Incubator Display user 
i Incubator , 
Incubator Display has been started 
1. User opens the temperature sensor selection window 
2. User selects a new set of sensors 
3. User confirms the selection 
4. User observes that the correct sensors have been set 
4a. The Incubator UPA cannot confirm the selection of the 
sensors 
4al. User checks the Incubator to make sure that the 
selected sensors are working properly 
4a2. User follows Monitor Chamber Status Use Case 
to find out if the problem has been fixed and 
repeats this Use Case 
5a. The temperamre readings do not reflect the expected 
values for the sensor combination selected 
5al. User follows steps 4al and 4a2 
3 Monitor Chamber Status Use Case 
3 Configure Incubator Display Use Case 
3 Adjust Chamber Temperature Use Case 
3 Switch Science Power Connectors Use Case 
3 Change Chamber Fan Speed Use Case 
3 ActivateDeactivate Experiment Trigger Use Case 
3 Set Power Mode Use Case 
P View Incubator System Information Use Case 
3 Monitor Alert Use Case 
3 Run Self-Test Use Case 
3 Set Baud Rate Use Case 
8 
9 
Use Case 
God in Context 
Switch Science Power Connector(s) 
To turn the science Dower cormectiods) on or off 
Stakehof dersnnterests 
Trigger 
Main Success Scenario 
I Scope I Incubator Display and Incubator 
Incubator Display has been started 
1. User sets the Science Power Connector on the Incubator 
Success End Condition 
Related Information 
Priority 
Performance 
Frequency 
Channel to Actors 
Due Date 
Failed End Condition 
4a2. User repeats this Use Case if necessary 
P Monitor Chamber Status Use Case 
P Configure Incubator Display Use Case 
P Adjust Chamber Temperatme Use Case 
P Select Temperature Sensors for Averaging Use Case 
P Change Chamber Fan Speed Use Case 
P ActivateDeactivate Experiment Trigger Use Case 
P Set Power Mode Use Case 
> View Incubator System Information Use Case 
P Monitor Alert Use Case 
Run Self-Test Use Case 
P Set Baud Rate Use Case 
P Set Data Refresh Rate Use Case 
TOP 
<= 2 seconds 
Interactive 
P Incubator Display is properly connected to Incubator 
P Incubator is functioning properly 
P Incubator Display is receiving data 
The user is able to turn on or off the connector(s) 
Not able to turn the connector(s) on or off 
Primary Actor 
Secondarv Actor I Incubator 
I Incubator Display user 
Extensions 
front panel 
2. User opens the Science Power Connector window 
3. User turns on or off the connector(s) to match the 
4. User confirrris the action 
5. User observes that the connector(s) has been turned on 
or off and the Incubator Display ref? ects the change 
5a. User finds out the connector state has not changed 
setting on the Incubator front pane1 
4al. User ensures connector control works properly 
10 
11 
LeveI 
I 
Skiitehofders/kterests 
Trigger 
Main Success Scenario 
1 Extensions 
Related Information L 
Priority 
Performance 
Frequency 
Channel to Actors 
Due Date 
Super-ordinates 
Subordinates 
Change Chamber Fan Speed 
To set the Chamber Fan to a desired speed 
Incubator Display and Incubator 
3 Incubator Display is properly connected to Incubator 
3 Incubator is functioning properly 
3 Incubator Display is receiving data 
Chamber fan is set to a desired speed 
Not able to turn the fan to a desired speed 
Incubator Display user 
Incubator 
Incubator Display has been started 
1. User opens the Chamber Fan Speed window 
2. User sets the fan to a desired speed 
3. User confirms the action 
4. User observes that the fan is operating at the new speed 
4a. User finds out that the fan speed has not changed 
4al. User makes swe the fan is working properly 
4a2. User repeats this Use Case if necessary 
P Monitor Chamber Status Use Case 
3 Configure Incubator Display Use Case 
3 Adjust Chamber Temperature Use Case 
3 Select Temperature Sensors for Averaging Use Case 
3 Switch Science Power Connector(s) Use Case 
P ActivateDeactivate Experiment Trigger Use Case 
3 Set Power Mode Use Case 
P View Incubator System Infoxmation Use Case 
P Monitor Alert Use Case 
3 Run Self-Test Use Case 
P Set Baud Rate Use Case 
3 Set Data Refresh Rate Use Case 
<= 2 seconds 
TOP 
Interactive 
I 
I 
i x  
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Success End Condition 
Failed End Condition 
I Primary Actor 
I I Secondary Actor 
Priority 
Performance 
Frequency 
ChanneI to Actors 
I SuDer-ordinates I Subordinates 
ActivateDeactivate Emeriment Trigger. 
To activate/deactivate digitaz control line to experiment 
Incubator Disdav and Incubator 
P Incubator Display is properly connected to Incubator 
P Incubator is functioning properly 
P Incubator Display is receiving data 
The experiment is activated or deactivated 
Not able to activate or deactivate an experiment 
Incubator Display user 
Incubator 
Incubator Disulav has been started 
1. User opens the Experiment Trigger window 
2. User activates or deactivates the experiment trigger 
3. User confirms the action 
4. User observes the new state of the experiment trigger 
3 Monitor Chamber Status Use Case 
3 Configure Incubator Display Use Case 
3 Adjust Chamber Temperature Use Case 
3 Select Temperature Sensors for Averaging Use Case 
> Switch Science Power Connector(s) Use Case 
3 Change Chamber Fan Speed Use Case 
P Set Power Mode Use Case 
3 View Incubator System Information Use Case 
3 Monitor Alert Use Case 
3 Set Baud Rate Use Case 
&- Set Data Refresh Rate Use Case 
TOP 
:= 2 seconds 
hteractive 
13 
Primary Actor Incubator Display user 
Secondary Actor I Incubator 
i S ~ a B e S o f d e ~ ~ / ~ ~ t e r ~ ~ ~  
Trigger 
Main Success Scenario 
Incubator Display has been started 
1. User opens the Power Mode window 
2. User sets the mode to be Normal or Idle 
3. User confirms the action 
4. User observes the new power mode 
4a. User finds out that the power mode has not changed Extensions 
4al. User makes sure the power mode control function 
4a2. User repeats this Use Case if necessary 
3 Configure Incubator Display Use Case 
3 Adjust Chamber Temperature Use Case 
3 Select Temperature Sensors for Averaging Use Case 
3 Switch Science Power Comector(s) Use Case 
3 Change Chamber Fan Speed Use Case 
ActivatefDeactivate Experiment Trigger Use Case 
View Incubator Sys~em Momation 
is working properly 
Refated ~ ~ ~ o r m ~ t i o n  3 Monitor Chamber Status Use Case 
9 Monitor Alert Use Case 
3 Run Self-Test Use Case 
3 Set Baud Rate Use Case 
3 Set Data Refresh Rate Use Case 
Priority TOP 
Performahce <= 2 seconds 
Frequency 
Charme1 to Actors Interactive 
Due Date 
Super-ordinates 
Subordinates 
14 
Level 
re~ondi~ons 
Success End ~ond~t ion  
Failed End Condition 
Primary Actor 
Secondarv Actor 
Trigger 
Main Success Scenario 
Extensions < 
Related Information 1 
I Prioritv 
Performance 
Frequency 
Channel to Actors 
Due Date 
Super-ordinates 
Subordinates 
View Incubator System Information 
To view all the system level information of Incubator 
Incubator Display and Incubator 
summary 
P Incubator Display is properly connected to Incubator 
P Incubator is functioning properly 
P Incubator Display is receiving data 
The system information is displayed 
Not able to view the system information 
Incubator Display user 
Incubator 
Incubator Display has been started 
1. User opens the System Information window 
2. Incubator system information is displayed 
2a. User finds out that system infomation displayed does 
not reflect the actual status of the Incubator 
2al. User makes sure all system components, such 
as Incubator and Incubator Display, are working 
properly as expected 
2a2. User repeats this Use Case if necessary 
3 Monitor Chamber Status Use Case 
3 Configure Incubator Display Use Case 
3 Adjust Chamber Temperatme Use Case 
B Select Temperature Sensors for Averaging Use Case 
3 Switch Science Power Comector(s) Use Case 
P Change Chamber Fan Speed Use Case 
ActivateDeaetivare Experiment Trigger Use Case 
Set Power Mode Use €ase 
Monitor Alert Use Case 
Run Self-Test Use Case 
Set Baud Rate Use Case 
Set Data Refresh Rate Use Case 
TOP 
:= 2 seconds 
nteractive 
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Preconditions 
Failed End Condition 
S"L;rIteI;ofOe;-s/~~~~~~~t~ 
Trigger 
Main Success Scenario 
Extensions 
Related ~ ~ ~ r ~ a ~ i o n  
Channel to Actors 
Super-ordinates 
Subordinates 
Monitor Alert 
To check the content of the alerts 
Incubator Display and Incubator 
> Incubator Display is properly connected to Incubator 
> Incubator is functioning properly 
> Incubator Display is receiving data 
User is able to view the content of the alerts 
Not able to view the content of the alerts 
Incubator Display user 
Incubator 
Incubator Display has been started 
1. User notices the alert display area indicates that there 
2. User opens the window that displays alert details 
3. User decides whether to take actions based on the 
are alerts 
pre-defined operating procedures 
? Monitor Chamber Status Use Case 
? Configure Incubator Display Use Case 
> Adjust Chamber Temperature Use Case 
P Select Temperature Sensors for Averaging Use Case 
> Switch Science Power Connector(s) Use Case 
> Change Chamber Fan Speed Use Case 
P ActivateDeactivate Experiment Trigger Use Case 
> View Incubator System Information 
> Set Power Mode Use Case 
> Run Self-Test Use Case 
> Set Baud Rate Use Case 
> Set Data Refresh Rate Use Case 
;= 2 seconds 
TOP 
hteractive 
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Success End Con~tion 
Failed End Condition 
Primary Actor 
Secondary Actor 
I Trigger 
I Main Success Scenario 
1 Extensions 
Priority 
Performance 
Frequency 
Channel to Actors 
Due Date 
S uper-ordinates 
Subordinates 
Run Self-Test 
To make Incubator run its Self-Test program 
Incubator Display and Incubator 
> Incubator Display is properly connected to Incubator 
3 Incubator is functioning properly 
3 Incubator Display is receiving data 
The Incubator Self-Test program is able to run 
Not able to make the Incubator to run the Self-Test 
Incubator Display user 
Incubator 
Incubator Display user issues the screen command to start 
the Self-Test 
1. User opens the Incubator Self-Test window 
2. User issues the screen comrnand to start the Test 
3. The Incubator UPA shows the Self-Test results 
3a. Self-Test results indicate errors or failure 
3al. User finds out the cause(s>, fixes the problem(s) 
and repeats this Use Case 
3 Monitor Chamber Status Use Case 
3 Configure Incubator Display Use Case- 
3 Adjust Chamber Temperature Use Case 
P Select Temperature Sensors for Averaging Use Case 
3 Switch Science Power Connector(s) Use Case 
3 Change Chamber Fan Speed Use Case 
P ActivateDeactivate Experiment Trigger Use Case 
P SetP 
P View Incubator System Information 
onitor Alert Use Case 
P Set Baud’ Rate Use Case 
3 Set Data Refresh Rate Use Case 
<= 2 seconds 
Interactive 
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I U§e Case I Goal in Context 
Scope 
Level 
Preconditions 
Success End Condition 
Stakeholdersfinterests 
Extensions 
Related Information 
Priority 
Performance 
Frequency . 
Channel to Actors 
I Due Date 
Set Baud Rate 
To set the baud rate for the communications link between 
the Incubator Display and Incubator 
Incubator Disdav and Incubator 
The baud rate selected is supported by both Incubator 
Display and Incubator 
A new baud rate between the Incubator Display and 
Incubator is set 
Incubator Display user 
Incubator 
Incubator Display oDens the Baud Rate Selection Window 
I. User opens the Set Baud Rate window 
2. User selects a new baud rate 
3. User confirms hisher selection 
4. Incubator Display confirms effective new baud rate 
4a. The baud rate selected is not supported by Incubator 
4al. User finds out the baud rates supported by the 
3 Monitor Chamber Status Use Case 
3 Configure Incubator Display Use Case 
3 Adjust Chamber Temperature Use Case 
3 Select Temperature Sensors for Averaging Use Case 
3 Switch Science Power Connector(s) Use Case 
3 Change Chamber Fan Speed Use Case 
> ActivateDeactivate Experiment Trigger Use Case 
k Set Power Mode Use Case 
k View Incubator System Information 
3 Monitor Alert Use Case 
3 Run Self-Test Use Case 
3 Set Data Refresh Rate Use Case 
Incubator and repeats this Use Case 
TOP 
:= 2 seconds 
[nteractive 
I8 
Use Case 
Goal in Context 
Scope 
Level 
Success End Condition 
Failed End Condition 
Secondary Actor 
StakeholdersEnterests 
Trigger 
Main Success Scenario 
Extensions 
Related ~ n f o r ~ a t ~ o ~  
Prioritv 
Performance 
Fr ea uencv 
Channel to Actors 
Due Date 
Super-ordinates 
Subordinates 
Set Data Refresh Rate 
To set the rate that Incubator Display refreshes its data 
display 
Incubator Display and Incubator 
> Incubator Display is properly connected to Incubator 
9 Incubator is functioning properly 
> Incubator Display is receiving data 
3 The desired rate exists 
The desired rate has been set 
Not able to set the new rate 
Set Data Refresh Rate Manager Window has been opened 
1. User opens the Set Date Refresh Rate Manager window 
2. User selects a new rate 
3. User con€ims hisher selection 
4. Incubator Display refreshes data with new rate 
> Monitor Chamber Status Use Case 
> Configure Incubator Display Use Case 
9 Adjust Chamber Temperature Use Case 
> Select Temperature Sensors for Averaging Use Case 
> Switch Science Power Connector(s) Use Case 
> Change Chamber Fan Speed Use Case 
P ActivateDeactivate Experiment Trigger Use Case 
> View Incubator System Infomation 
> Monitor Nert Use Case 
> Run Self-Test Use Case 
9 Set Baud Rate Use Case 
;= 2 seconds 
Interactive 
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Preconditions 
Success End Condition 
The Command exists in the lhcubator 
The Command details are displayed 
I Failed End Condition 
I Primarv Actor 
Not able to disdav the Command details 
Incubator Disdav user 
Incubator 
Time-Based Cornand khnager 'Window has been 
opened 
1. User opens Time-Based Command Manager window 
2. User selects the Command to be viewed 
3. User chooses to view the details of the Command 
4. %e details of the C o m a n d  is displayed 
Main Success Scenario 
Extensions 
I ReIated Information I Delete Time-Based Command Use Case 
Priority I TOP 
Performance I <= 2 seconds 
Frequency 
Channel to Actors Interactive 
20 
I ScoDe 
I Level 
Failed End Condition 
S t a k ~ ; c f d e r f , ~ r ~ f ~  
Trigger 
Main Success Scenario 
I E*ensiQns 
1 Related Information 
I Prioritv 
Delete Time-Based Command 
To delete a Time-Based Comrnand from the Time-Based 
Command list 
Incubator Display and Incubator 
k Command to be deleted exists in the Incubator 
P User knows which command to delete 
The command selected for deletion has been deleted 
Not able to delete the command 
Incubator Display user 
Incubator 
Time-Based Command Manager Window has been 
opened 
1. User opens Time-B ased Command Manager 
window 
2. User selects the command to be deleted 
3. User conf i i s  hisher intention 
4. Incubator deletes the command fkom its record 
5. Command list shows selected command was deleted 
2a. User cannot find command that helshe is looking for 
3al. User makes sure that hehhe is looking for the 
right command and repeats this Use Case 
View Time-Based Command Details Use Case 
TOR 
<= 2 seconds 
[nteractive 
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Use Case 
Goal in Context 
Scope 
LeveI 
Success End ~ o n ~ t i o n  
Failed End Condition 
Primarv Actor 
Secondary Actor 
StakeholderslInterests 
Main Success Scenario 
Trigger 
Extensions 
Refated Information 
Prioritv 
Performance 
Freauencv 
ate 
View Command Sequence Details 
To view the details of a command sequence 
Incubator Display and Incubatof 
The command sequence and its details exist in the 
command sequence list 
Not able to view the details of the command seauence 
Incubator Disdav user 
Incubator 
hcubator Display has been s t and  
I. User opens the Command Sequence Manager window 
2. User selects Command Sequence of interest 
3. User chooses to view the details of the Sequence 
4. The details of the Sequence is displayed 
3 Run Command Sequence Use Case 
3 Cancel Command Sequence Use Case 
3 Suspend Command Sequence Use Case 
3 Resume Command Sequence Use Case ’ 
3 Delete Command Sequence Use Case 
<= 2 seconds 
TOP 
Ad hoc 
fnteractive 
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I Use case 
I Goal in Context 1 Scope 
I Success End Condition 
I Mmarv Actor 
Secondary Actor . 
Stakeholdersflnterests 
Trigger 
Main Success Scenario 
Extensions 
Related Information 
I ~ u e  Date 
I SurJier-ordinates 
I Subordinates 
Run Command Sequence 
To execute a command sequence 
Incubator Display and Incubator 
> Incubator Display is properly connected to Incubator 
> Incubator is functioning properly 
P Incubator Display is receiving data 
P The command sequence exists in the command 
sequence list 
P User knows which command sequence to run 
A command sequence is executed 
Not able to cxecute Cie comaand sqaence 
Incubator Display user 
Incubator 
Incubator Display has been started 
1. User opens the Command Sequence Manager window 
2. Only those command sequences that can be run under 
3. User selects the command sequence to run 
4. User confirms hisher intention 
5. The response(s) from Incubator indicates that the 
5a. Incubator is not responding 
the circumstances are shown to be selectable 
command sequence has been executed 
5al. User makes sure the system is functioning 
properIy and repeats this Use Case 
5b. Incubator indicates a problem executing the sequence 
5b2, User foUows 5al 
9 View Com3lland Sequence Details Use Case 
9 Cancel Command Sequence Use Case 
P Suspend C o m a n d  Sequence Use Case 
P Resume Cornand Sequence Use Case 
P Delete Command Sequence Use Case 
e= 2 seconds 
TOP 
[nteractive 
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Use Case 
Goal in Context 
Scope 
Level 
Success End Condition 
Failed End Condition 
Secondary Actor 
Stakeholders/Interests 
Trigger 
Prhzary ACtOr 
Main Success Scenario 
Extensions 
Priority 
Performance 
Frequency 
Channel to Actors 
Due Date 
Super-ordinates 
Subordinates 
Cancel Command Sequence 
To cancel a command sequence that just has been 
executed 
Incubator Display and Incubator 
3 Incubator Display is properly connected to Incubator 
3 Incubator is functioning properly 
3 Incubator Display is receiving data 
3 User knows which command sequence to cancel 
The execution of a c o m a n d  sequence is canceled 
Not able to cancel the command sequence 
hmbatiir Eisplzij: wer 
Incubator 
Incubator Display has been started 
1. User opens the Command Sequence Manager window 
2. Only those command sequences that can be canceled 
under the circumstances are shown to be selectable 
3. User selects the command sequence to cancel 
4. User confirms hisher intention 
5. The response(s) from Incubator indicates that the 
5a. Incubator is not responding 
command sequence has been canceled 
5al. User makes sure the system is functioning 
properly and repeats this Use Case 
5b. Incubator indicates a problem canceling the sequence 
5bl. User follows 5al 
P View Contmand Sequence Details Use Case 
Run Command Sequence Use Case 
P Suspend C o m a n d  Sequence Use Case 
3 Resume Command Sequence Use Case 
P Delete Command Sequence Use Case 
<= 2 seconds 
Ad hoc 
Ihteractive 
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Use C s e  
Goal in Context 
I Success End Condition 
Main Success Scenario 
Extensions 
Priority 
Performance 
Frequency 
Channel to Actors 
Due Date 
Super-ordinates 
Subordinates 
Incubator Display and Incubator 
3 Incubator Display is properly connected to Incubator 
P Incubator is functioning properly 
3 Incubator Display is receiving data 
P User knows which command sequence to suspend 
The execution of a command seauence is suspended 
Not able to sumend the Command Seauence 
Incubator Disdav user 
hcubator 
Incubator DisDlav has been started 
1. User opens the Command Sequence window 
2. Only those command sequences that can be suspended 
under the circumstances are shown to be selectable 
3. User selects the command sequence to suspend 
4. User confirms hisher intention 
5. The response(s) from Incubator indicates that the 
command sequence has been suspended 
5a. Incubator is not responding 
5al. User makes sure the system is hnctioning 
properly and repeats this Use Case 
5b. Incubator indicates a problem suspending the sequence 
5bl. User follows 5al 
k View Command Sequence Details Use Case 
P- Run Command Sequence Use Case 
B Cancel Command Sequence Use Case 
B Resume Command Sequence Use Case 
Delete Command Sequence Use Case 
TOP 
:= 2 seconds 
kd hoc 
nteractive 
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Level 
Success End Condition 
Failed End Condition 
I Primary Actor 
Trigger 
Main Success Scenario 
; Extensions 
Priority 
Performance 
Frequency 
Channel to Actors 
Resume Cormand Sequence 
To resume a command sequence that has been suspended 
Incubator Display and Incubator 
P Incubator Display is properly connected to Incubator 
P Incubator is functioning properly 
P Incubator Display is receiving data 
3 User knows which command sequence to resume 
Suspended execution of a command sequence is resumed 
Not able to resume the suspended command sequence 
Incubator Display user 
filcii"utor 
Incubator Display has been started 
1. User opens the Command Sequence Manager window 
2. Only those command sequences that can be resumed 
under the circumstances are shown to be selectable 
3. User selects the command sequence to resume 
4. User conf i i s  hisher intention 
5. The response(s) from Incubator indicates that the 
5a. Incubator is not responding 
execution of the comand  sequence has been resumed 
5al. User makes sure the system is functioning 
properly and repeats this Use Case 
5b. Incubator indicates that it cannot resume selected 
sequence 
5bl. User makes sure that he/she is resuming the right 
command sequence and repeats this Use Case 
P View ~ ~ m a n d  Sequence De&& Use ease 
$+ Run Cornand Sequence Use Case 
g Cancel Command Sequence Use Case 
P Suspend Command Sequence Use Case 
9 Delete Command Sequence Use Case 
:= 2 seconds 
i d  hoc 
nteractive 
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Trigger 
Main Success Scenario 
Channel to Actors 
Due Date 
Incubator Display has been started 
1. User opens the Command Sequence window 
2. Only those command sequences that can be deleted 
under the circumstances are shown to be selectable 
3. User selects the command sequence to delete 
4. User confirms hisher intention 
5. Incubator deletes the sequence 
6 Incubator Display confirms that the command sequence 
Interactive 
P Suspend Command Sequence Use Case 
Super-ordinates 
Subordinates 
27 
sec@DdzEv ACiOT 
Stakeholders and Interests 
Trigger 
Main Success Scenario 
1 Extensions 
I Prioritv 
I Performance 
I S u ~ e r - o r ~ i n a ~ e ~  
I Subordinates 
To run Incubator Display and view Incubator data in CDS 
Incubator Display, Incubator, and CDS 
P CDSismnning 
from the in-flight Incubator 
Not able to see the Incubator data 
CDShcubator Display user 
%ccbam 
CDS user issues screen command to start Incubator 
Display 
1. User opens the CDS window where hefshe can issue 
the screen command to star& Incubator Display 
2. Incubator Display starts within the context of CDS 
3. Incubator Display shows the data from Incubator 
3a. Incubator Display cannot show Incubator data 
3al. User ensures that the linkage between the 
Incubator Display and hcubator works and repeats 
this Use Case 
Incubator Display related Use Cases 
Ton 
Ad hoc 
lnteractive 
E a : sc 
Incubator Display 
Software Cost Reduction Toolset Model 
Version 5 
October 2005 
Version 5 of the Incubator Display Software Cost Reduction (SCR) Toolset Model includes: 
3 Actions associated with changing chamber science temperature in a manner consistent 
with Use Case Number 3 
3 Actions associated with changing chamber fan speed in a manner consistent with Use 
Case Number 6 
3 Starting, stopping, suspending, and resuming an experiment (Idse Cases 37,3 8,19,20) 
3- A complete scenario &e., event list provided to the simulator) that can be exercised either 
in the standard simulator, or executed more realistically a GUI 
3 Example of using environmental assumptions, requiring that commands are 
acknowledged by the Incubator no later than ConfmTime after received 
3 Specification type checks 
Changes to Revision 5, final version, from previous revisions include: 
3 
3 
3 
3 
> 
3 
3 
P 
3 
Minor changes in units and types for time and temperature 
Change confirms to be more uniforrn by making them of ComandType 
Change of name mcExecutionStatus to mcTimedExecutionStatus 
New mcExecutionStatus keeps track of how many immediate commands have interrupted 
normal timed command sequence execution 
New rncExecudonS tatus and m c T i ~ ~ ~ ~ e c u ~ o n S ~ t u s  together reflect the operational 
status of the Incubator with respect to the currently selected command sequence and any 
immediate commands, which may have intempted normal timed command sequence 
execution 
SLipMied definition of cCom_nand by triggering its changes with respect to the mode 
classes mcExecutionS tatus and mcTimedExecutionS tatus 
Changed event that indicates temperature has reached the newly commanded reference 
temperature to@T( mRefSciTemp - mSciTemp I <= TempErr ) to reflect tolerance in the 
amount TempErr 
L€ ImRefSciTemp - mSciTempl <= TempErr for the new Reference Science Ternperzture, 
return to idle 
Made event controlling when changing reference science temperature into a \“signal\“: 
@ C(mEnableSciTemp), a boolean variable change 
Temperature 
3 
Integer Degrees Celsius [O- 100 J Chamber temperature 
range - 
Name 
mcExecutionStatusConfir 
m Time 
mcFanMode 
McSciTempMode 
mcTimeExecutionS tatus 
Type Vake 
Timed, Immediate, Timed 
Immediate2 
CommandSent, 
ChangingSciTemp, 
S CiTernpError 
Idle, 
TempChangeEnabled, 
Comandf  en t, 
Changing SciTemp, 
SciTempError 
Icile 
I 
Stopped, Running, 1 Stopped 
Suspended 
immediate 
Modes associated 
with changing 
reference science 
temperature and 
actions done by the 
Incubator in 
response to change 
Status of execution 
of current timed 
command sequence, 
if not interrupted by 
immediate 
command 
Name Type Value Comment 
ConfinnTime Integer 500 Time in milliseconds for a 
command to be confi ied 
milliseconds 
milliseconds 
temperatures 
RespTime 1 Integer 1000 Response time in 
RespThe2 Integer 1000 Respnnse ttime in 
TempErr Integer 2 Allowable error for “equal” 
4 
mCancelFan Boolean 
20 
20 
False 
0 
mCancelSciTemp Boolean 
Reference science temperature desired 
for new chamber science temperature 
Average chamber science temperature 
Indicates if command being sent is timed 
(true) or un-6med (false) 
Clock time in milliseconds 
mRefSciTemp Temperature 
Initid Value Comment 
None Confirmation of change of fan speed by 
Incubator 
False 
False 
None 
Indicates setting fan speed has been 
cancelled 
Indicates setting science temperature has 
been cancelled 
User command to the Incubator 
Closed Incubator door status 
False With toggle, fan speed change i s  enabled 
False With toggle, science temperature change 
is enabled 
5 
cAck GommandType None 
cCommand CommandType None 
cDoor DoorType Closed 
cFanSpeedComtnand FanSpeed Off 
cRefFanSpeed FanSpeed Off 
cRefSciTemp Temperature 20 
cSciTemp Temperature 20 
I cTimed I I False 
I I 
cTVarning I Boolean 1 False 
Incubator along with 
ConfirmDeadlineFan 
Type Command 
cCornmand’ =mComand’ 
ConfinnDeadlineTemp Duration(Comand=SetRefTemp) , mAck=SetRefT emp >=ConfiiTime=> 
Event 
@C(mcExecution Status) OR 
@ (mcTimedExecutionStatus) 
Confirmation of command to 
set fan speed occurs no more 
than ConfiirmTime after the 
command is sent 
Confirmation of command to 
set reference science 
temperature occurs no more 
than ConfiiTime after the 
command is sent 
Source Mode(s) 1 Events 
Timed @T(mCommand!=None) 
The tables below illustrate the input parameters for each of the modes. Detailed “views” of the 
results are presented in the Incubator Display Sofhyare Cost Reduction Toolset S0jhvar-e 
Requir-ements Specification, Appendix C ,  SCR Toolset Simulation Interface. 
Destination Mode(s) 
Lmrnediatel 
1 Immediate2 I @T(mCornmand=None) I Media te1  
7 
> The user has enabled a chamber fan speed change. 
P @T(mCommand=SetFan) corresponds to pu 
box on the GUI. The user has also chosen an 
> @C(mCancelFan) cancels the Send Command. 
9 The Incubator confms that the command was sent. The Display is now wai 
chamber fan speed to change. 
3 The hc-&ator coEfms that the corirnaad was sent, but the czrrent fin speed is already the 
desired fan speed. 
P If the Incubator has not responded after response time 1 has passed, there is an error. 
P When the chamber fan speed reaches the reference value the task is complete 
P If the Incubator has not responded after response time 2 has passed, there is an error. 
the "Send" button in the Send Command 
diate un-timed command. 
e 
8 
Explanation of tsansitions, in descending order: 
P The user has enabled a science temperature change. 
3 @T(mCommand=SetReffemp) corresponds to pushing the "Send" button in the Send 
Command box on the GUI. The user has also chosen an immediate un-timed command. 
3 @C(mCanceISciTemp) cancels the Send Command. 
3 The Incubator confkrns that the command was sent. The Display is now waiting for the 
science temperature to change. 
P The Incubator confirms that the command was sent, but the current science temperature is 
already within TempEn of the reference science temperature. 
> ff the Incubator does not respond after response time 1, there is an error. 
3 When the chamber temperature reaches the new reference temperature (within a tolerance 
given by TempErr), the task is complete. 
9 
P If the Incubator cannot change the chamber temperature to the new reference temperature 
after response time 2 has passed, there is an error. 
Suspended @T(mCommand=ResumeExp) Running I 
I Suspended I @T(mCommand=StopExp) I Stopped 
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Note: The SCR Toofset Simulation Interface is provided as a separate pdf document. 
Building a Graphical User interface (GUI) 
for the SCR Simulator 
1. Overview 
This document presents a tutorial introduction to the graphical interface building 
features of the Java-based SCR Toolset. The user is provided with a palette of 
buttons, sliders, and other widgets that may be superimposed over graphics 
backgrounds to create a graphical interface to the SGR Simulator for an SCR 
mode!; Strzighti~rward property boxes associated with each btitt:iiii ma.$ then be 
filled in to link widget actions to monitored and controlled variables of the SCR 
specification. 
The tutorial leads the user through all of the s teps  in creating a GUI for the 
Incubator Display specification. Dumps of all relevant screens and property 
boxes are provided as the user follows the steps for the creation of the GUI. At 
any time during the process the user may exercise completed widgets to verify 
that they are properly connected to the Simulator. 
2. The Sirnulator Interface 
Upon starting the SCR simulator a default layout is presented as shown in the 
figure below. The default window fists at1 of the monitored, controlled, and term 
variables, as well as the mode classes and their values in a convenient format. 
There is also an Events window which lists all the events that have been run or 
queued up so far, and a Log window which shows the values of all variables 
which have changed during each step. 
Just  above the the simulation window are four tabs  labeled A, 8, 6, and D. 
There are no distinctions between the tabs  (they may be  renamed) EXCEPT that 
the Log and Events windows may only appear in the first tab, by default called 
tab A. This distinction will become important later when building the GUI. 
Along the top of the of the window a toolbar is displayed. The buttons Step, 
Backup, Run, and Restart control the progress of the simulation. The next 
button to the right, which looks like a paint palette, wilJ open up a palette of 
widgets which can be used to create new GUI objects. The next button to the 
right is the create new canvas button which will create a new blank canvas in the  
current active tab. The next button to the right will recreate the default view in the 
currently active tab. This is very useful function when switching between the GUI 
and default views. The remaining three buttons on the toolbar we .under 
development and should not be used. 
. _  
, -- 
3. A Tutorial Introduction 
This tutoriat will show how to create a GUI for the IncubatorDisplay4.ssl 
specification example. GUI building is a mostly point and click process and once 
finished with this tutorial introduction 'it should be easy to complete the  rest of the 
windows in a similar fashion. 
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Start off by opening the IncubatorDisplay4. ssl specificaZion file and 
clicking on the simulator i b n  on the far right of the tooibar (“package nrl”). - I _  . . .  
Now this is the part where the tabs  become important. Since the Log and 
Events windows can only appear on the  first tab it is standard practice to build 
the GUI on the first tab. The reasoning behind this is that when demoing a 
specification one generally would show the GUI and so it would be nice to see 
the Log and Events windows on the s a m e  pane as the GUI. Close all the 
windows except for the Events and Log windows. 
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Now create a bfank canvas by c 
contain an unlimited number of c 
background image and titfe. 
ing on the canvas b 
ases and each canvas may hav 
n. Each tab may 
Now right click anywhere in the white space of the canvas. A pop up menu with 
seven options will appear. 
The first option will set the canvas title. The second opti 
canvas. The third option will tell the progr 
the background image. The fourth option will show 
widgets on the canvas. 
~~~~~~~~ 
ther or not to tile 
Generally, avoid the  fifth, sixth, or seventh opti all the 
log. placements  and resizing options you have made  to the widgets o 
ltjow set the title to Main Window and set the background image to 
screenl.gif. Resize the canvas so that the entire background irnage is 
visibie. 
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Now right click on the background again and click Show Frames. This will later 
cause all widgets to be surrounded by a frame, which facilitates moving and 
resizin g . 
Click on the palette button in the toolbar. The palette contains widgets for the 
four base type variables in SCR. Each widget is specific to its own type of 
variable. So for example, a boolean widget CANNOT be used for an integer 
base type variable. 
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In the Integer widgets, click and drag onto the canvas the widget labeled 
TextDisplay. This is a simple widget that will display the value of a variable but 
not allow editing of the  value. 
A white box with a dark gray frame around it should now be visible. If not right 
click anywhere on the canvas and click Show Frames to reset this feature. 
Right click on the edge of a frame and a different pop up menu should appear 
with two options. Click on Properties and this will bring up a dialog box. 
Each widget has its own different properties. In the case of a TextDisplay, the 
first property sets what variable this widget is associated with. The seccnd 
property sets the font size for the widget's text. The third property sets whether 
or not the widget should b e  opaque. Set the SCR Variable Name to 
cRefSciTernp, font size to 14, and opaque to false. 
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Now the widget is ready to beylaced into e widget by placing 
the mouse cursor over one of the ed mes. When t h e  cursor 
widget place the mouse cursor just under the top edge of the frame. The cursor 
should change into a four-directional arrow. Now.resize the TextDisplay to fit into 
t h e  area just to the left of Command Temp on the canvas. 
changes, then click and drag ta change the size as desired. In arder to move the 
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Do the s a m e  with Actual Tem e v  [Temp. 
9 
Resize and move the  new button over the original. 
1 Use of this widget requires creation of t he  appropriate images by some  image manipulation 
program such  as GIMP. Such image creation is out of the scope of this tutorial. 
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screen2. g i f .  
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Now add a TextDisplay widget to the Current Temperature Settin 
widget must not be transparent, otherwise the “Unknown” will show through from 
the background image. Desired Tern perattrre Setti n CJ s h ou Id be 
ScrIntegerTextField to allow input by typing in numbers directly. Se t  its name to 
<space> since the  name is already showing to the left in the  background image. 
The Send button a t  the  bottum is like Set Reference Temperature of the 
previous window, but instead of a boolean, Send se t s  a enumeration. Use the 
equivalent widget, the ScrButtonEnum. For this button, set: 
SCR variable to mCommand 
imageDowntoincubator/sendbuttonpressed.gif 
imageffp to incubator/sen&utton. 
opaque to false. 
enurnvalue to SetRefTe 
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The Cancel button would a 
mEnableSciTemp to false. 
boolean variable that sets 
Finally the  window should look like this when  done: 
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For the Set  Fan Speed window use the analogous widgets appropriate for 
enumerated types. The background image is located at 
incubator/ f anspeedbackground - gif. The same  images can be used for 
the Send and Cancel buttons. This is what the Fan Speed should look like when 
completed. 
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The environment window will have use six widgets. There are confirm buttons for 
both the Fan Speed and Temperature which are both ScrButtonEnums. The 
actual temperature setting uses an Integer Slider and the Fan speed is controlled 
via an Enumeration Combobox. The last item at the bottom is a ScrFIipButton for 
Enumerations. 
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Appendix A - 
Incubator Status Wi 
I .  Enumerated TextDispiay. 
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2. Enumerated Te 
3. Integ 
. .  . ?.i . , .  . 
4. Integer TextDisdlaLr' 
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5. Enumerated TextDisplay 
6. Boolean ImageButton 
7. Boolean ImageButton-L r_ 
1% 
Set Reference Temperature Window 
1. Integer Text[ 
2. Integer TextF letd 
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3. Enumerated ScrButtonEnum 
4. 
Set Fan Speed 
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1. Enumerated 7 -extDispiay 
2. Enumerated Combobox 
3. Enumerated ScrButtonEnum 
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4. Boolean.lmageButton 
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I .  Enumerated ScrButtonEnum 
2. Enumerated ScrButtonEnum 
I 3. Integer Slider with Label' 
2 3  
4. Boolean ImageButton 
Envi ro n men€ 
2 2  
I 
I .  Enumerated ScrButtonEnum 
2. Enumerated ScrButtonEnum 
3. lnteaer SIider with Label 
2 3  
4. Enumerated Gombobox 
5. inteaer TextFieih with Label . .  . 4. -. 
6. Enumerated FlipBu~on . .  
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